
Common Thread in 2015
>  is a space for people to talk, share ideas and learn about sustainability
> connects and strengthens what already exists ... passions, solutions and resources
>  promotes wellbeing, enhances resilience and reflects our community aspirations

Budget
> There is no set budget for this program – all costs are kept 

to a minimum and all speakers to date have provided their 
time and expertise for free

> No catering is provided – attendees can purchase 
refreshments from Signatures Café

> Events are coordinated by Environmental Sustainability 
Department with support from the MCC team (venue & tech 
support) and the Arts & Cultural Development Team

Outcomes
> Eco Show and Tell table started by a regular attendee

> Five events were booked out

> Variety of topics continue to attract both regular and new 
participants – our ‘environmental’ email list has grown 
from 80 to over 230 people

> Participants have rated the events on average a 4.5 out of 
5 for enjoyment

Evaluation
> Feedback is collected from participants at each session so 

that improvements can be made and community 
suggestions incorporated into the program

> Good feedback response rate indicating that people feel 
their feedback is valued and contributes to an improved 
Common Thread series 

> 10 people volunteered their time to participate in a focus 
group to further improve the program for 2016

It’s essence (nature)
> Focus on community participation, not council promotion

> Over time, the aim is for community members to ‘design’ 
and/or run events – take ownership of the program

Program structure
> Nine events per calendar year (from March to November)

> Variety of formats including; films, presenters and 
workshops

> Each event includes elements to support/encouarage 
people to take action

> Events are free of charge

> Use Signatures Café space at Marion Cultural Centre

> Regular time and day each month: 7pm on the 1st 
Wednesday of every month

> Promoted through a variety of channels including 
networks, Messenger, social media, posters and flyers at 
council sites

> Bookings are essential



Common Thread
>  the program for 2015 included a range of topics and formats

4 March > In Transition 2.0 (film)
• A film that showcased communities around the world 

achieving sustainability outcomes, such as growing 
food everywhere, creating their own economy and 
building community resilience.

8 April > Bag It – The Movie
• A film about plastics, how they have infiltrated our lives, 

the problems they’ve caused, and what we can do 
about it.

• Presentation by Allison Byrne, Waste Education Officer, 
about what happens to our recycling once it’s been 
taken away.

6 May > PechaKucha
• PechaKucha is a presentation format where speakers 

show 20 slides (or images) for 20 seconds each. Each 
slide advances automatically, and the speakers talk for 
6 minutes and 40 seconds.

• Six speakers presented on various sustainability topics. 
Other volunteer roles included an MC, photographers 
(x2) and the PechaKucha City Organiser.

• Five participants of the City of Marion’s Community 
Leadership Program assisted to plan and deliver the 
event.

3 June > Celestial Wonders (Discovery Circle)
• A presentation by Martin Lewicki from the Adelaide 

Planetarium that included a virtual tour of the solar 
system, before viewing the moon through some 
telescopes that had been set up outside the Marion 
Cultural Centre.

• Dr Philip Roetman from UniSA's Discovery Circle also 
shared information on how to get involved with 
astronomical citizen science projects

1 July > Global Consumption 
• A presentation by Dr Robert Crocker, Acting Director of 

the Zero Waste SA Centre for Sustainable Design and 
Behaviour at the University of South Australia, on 
global over-consumption and waste. He provided a 
'systems-based' overview, that looked at food, 
electronics and 'time saver' (convenience) products.

• Community member Veronique Perrin* shared how her 
family 'shrunk' their waste bin, eliminating almost all 
of their household's waste.

• One community member* used the space to introduce 
herself and put out a call to begin a sustainability 
group.

• First Eco Show and Tell organised by another 
community member*.

5 August > Native Bee Hotels (Discovery Circle)
• A presentation by Dr Remko Leijs from the South 

Australian Museum and Flinders University about some 
of the fascinating locals, like the blue-banded bee.

• Attendees also made a 'bee hotel', a place for native 
bees to nest in their garden. 

• Dr Philip Roetman from UniSA's Discovery Circle 
provided information on how to share photos of what 
visits their ‘hotel’ and get feedback about the native 
bees in their garden, to better understand the 
distributions of native bees around Adelaide.

• Eco Show and Tell organised by a community member*.

2 September > Fermenting Food and 
Conscious Eating
• Wellbeing educator Remedy Bliss introduced the 

restorative, energising, healing benefits of cultured 
foods, shedding some light on the ancient practice of 
fermentation.

• Almeda Peer* of Sustaining Lifestyles discussed how the 
food we eat can impact the environment on a world 
scale and help participants understand how they can be 
a conscious consumer of food to benefit both their 
health and the environment.

• Eco Show and Tell organised by a community member*.

7 October > Climate Change and Health
• Presentation by Dr Eleanor Evans*, a GP and partner at 

the Blackwood Clinic general committee member of the 
South Australian branch of Doctors for the Environment 
Australia, on the impacts of climate change on public 
health.

• Eco Show and Tell organised by a community member*.

13 & 14 November > Coastal BioBlitz 
(Discovery Circle)
• A variation from the regular Wednesday events, the 

BioBlitz held at Hallett Cove attracted 450 participants.
• People participated in biological surveys led by experts 

to discover marine life, birds, reptiles, insects, bats and 
plants.

• 150 local school students turned into ‘beach detectives’ 
for the day, exploring the intertidal zone.

• Tom Raimondo (UniSA) spoke about the significant 
geological history of the area and Paul Curnow  
(Adelaide Planetarium) took an astronomy tour on the 
aboriginal night sky.

• Over 92 species were discovered at this section of coast.

* indicates where people 
approached us to offer their 
contribution
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